Introduction and Overview
Specifically, genetic programming has been successfully aplied to problems such as * discovering control strategies for backing up a tractortrailer tuck [12] , * discovering optimal control strategies (e&g., centeing a cart and lancing a broom on a movig cart in minimal time by applying a "bang bang" force to the cart) [10, 11] , * discovering invenre kinematic equations to control the movemiet of a robot am to a dested target point [8] , * evolution of a subsumption architecture for robotic control [13], * symbolic "data to function" regression, symbolic integration, symbolic differentiation, and symbolic solution to general functional equations (including differential euatis with initial conditions, and inegl eqations) [8] , and * empirical discovery (e.g., rediscvering the well-known non-linear econometric "exchange equation" MV = PQ from acual, noisy time series data for the money wsuply, the velocity of money, the price leveL and the gross national product of an economy) [8, 9, 14] . Figure 1 shows a line time-invarmt system (pant) which us the nitp of three major' m ast each consisting of a pue time delay element, a lag ciuit containing a resiswor andcapacitor, and a gain element. Fo exampl, for the firs componet of this system, the tme delay is 6, the gain is +3, and the time constant, RC, is 5. For computational simplicity, we use the discrete-time version of tis system in this paer. Time 40 Figure 4 Comparison of best getically produced indiviua from generation 0 with the correct impulse response fwuntion Each successive generation of the population of size 4,000 is then creaed from the preceding generation by applying the fitns proportionate reproduction operatio to 10% of the population and by applying the crossover operation to 90* of the population (with -both parents selected using toumament selection with a group size of 7, as descibed in (8] ).
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